ORDER CONFIRMATION
VIA THE SUPPLIER PORTAL
(Version 2.0 from Feb. 26, 2010)

Background
The supplier portal enables suppliers to confirm and change orders. Orders and order confirmations
can be exchanged without media break.
The user interface consists of 4 main areas: an upper buttonbar, a lower buttonbar, an order´s header
and an area for line item details.

functions of the buttonbars:
Check completeness and plausibility of all inputs.
Save the inputs which have been entered to enable the data completing and sending
later on.
Confirm the order and send the order confirmation to the purchaser. From
this point of time the document cannot be changed anymore.
The available pdf-original document can be chosen
for printing (origional order, change order, order
confirmation).
Fade in/ out the information in the header like addresses, additional order text
or delivery text.
Fade in/ out the information like details about line items or the receiver in the
area for line item details.

the order´s header
In the order´s header you can find the following information:
•

order number

•

responsible purchaser + telephone number

•

input field for your order confirmation number

•

delivery date (if it is valid for all line items. Otherwise you will find the delivery date in the
field of line item)

•

terms of delivery and payment

•

delivery and billing address

•

additional order information, which are valid for all line items

•

choice box for opening the original purchase order (pdf-format)
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For a better overview you can fade out the delivery and billing address, the additional order text by
clicking the button

the area for line item details
In this area you can find the following information:
•

ordered goods / services

•

quantity

•

unite price + total price of each line item

•

line item description

•

delivery date + possibility to distribute delivery schedule

•

button for rejecting the line item

•

information about the receiver

•

input field for your order confirmation number

For a better overview you can fade out the line item description and the receiver by clicking the button

Receiving an order via the supplier portal
As soon as there is an order for your company on the supplier portal, you receive an email
automatically (the email is sent to your given email address).
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The email contains a link to the supplier portal, which is valid only for this order. At the same time
the link contains an authentication to the portal, so you do not need to register on the portal with user
name and password.


An example: if you get two orders at the same day, you will receive two single emails with
two different links.

In addition each email contains a list of all received orders, which you have not confirmed yet, and a
list of all orders you have already confirmed during the last 60 days.

Confirmation of an order via the supplier portal
After receiving the above described email you can go to the supplier portal through clicking on the link,
where you are registered automatically.
Now you can see all details of the order. The following fields should be checked and dealt with:
the order´s header:


order confirmation number (required field)



delivery date (appears in the header, if it is valid for all line items)

area for line item details:


order quantity



ordered goods + description



unit price



delivery date + delivery date distribution



order confirmation number

ATTENTION: ONLY complete order can be confirmed. Confirming part of the order is not
possible!
Principally purchase order should be confirmed within 2 calendar days. If during this period of time it is
not confirmed, you will receive reminding mail from supplier portal automatically.
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After you check the order details and enter all your inputs, it is possible to check your inputs once
more via the button
.
If all entered data is correct and complete, please activate the button
.
Now the order is confirmed and your data are sent to Wacker / Siltronic system.

Hints for the confirmation
Order confirmation number
If you enter an order confirmation number in the header and confirm it via ENTER, your number is
automatically transmitted to all line items.
If you enter different order confirmation numbers in the area of line items, but NOT in the required
field of the header, your order confirmation number of the first line item is automatically transferred into
the required field of the header.
Delivery schedule
If you cannot deliver the ordered product / service in the whole quantity at the required delivery date,
there is the possibility to distribute the delivery schedule.
You can use the button
delivery dates.

and distribute the order into different

If you want to delete delivery date, please use the button
(this button appears after you have created at least one delivery date).
ATTENTION: Already existing delivery distribution cannot be deleted!

Confirmation of quantity variance
If you cannot deliver the whole order quantity, or fixed package force you to deliver more or less than
the ordered quantity (e.g. 10 pieces ordered, but 6 pieces for each package), you can confirm this
quantity variance by activating the button
.
Rejecting of line items
If you have to reject a line item, you can use the button
Furthermore you can use this button to cancel a former rejection.
Noticing data
If you cannot confirm an order immediately, e.g. you have to talk with your supplier, you can save the
entered data via the button
.
Later on you can get in the order with the link in your email.
Additional print-out of the original order
If you want to print out the order for your documentation, you can use the button

ATTENTION: If there are more documents in the drop down field, the one with oldest date / time is
the original purchase order.
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Acknowledgment to your order confirmation
As soon as your order confirmation is received in our system, it will be checked according to the
defined criteria. If everything is ok, you will receive an acknowledgment automatically (pdf-document)
on the supplier portal.
Please note, you will NOT get an email about the acknowledgment. You can look at this
acknowledgment by clicking the link in your first email and the button

The latest document is the acknowledgment. It contains the data which you entered in your order
confirmation (e.g. delivery date or your order confirmation number).

Change order
Regarding change order there are two possible different situations:
Case 1: it might be, that you receive a change order from your responsible purchaser before you
confirm the first order.
In this case you will receive a second email with the subject „changed“. This email contains a new link
to the supplier portal. From that point of time the link in the first email is not valid anymore. If you click
it, there the following error message would be appeared.
Hint: If you see this message, please check your in-box about a change order!
Case 2: it is also possible that your order confirmation is not accepted by our system because of a big
difference between the original order and the your order confirmation in price / delievery quantity /
delievery date.
In this case you will not receive an acknowledgment on the supplier portal.
Your responsible purchaser will be informed automatically about your confirmation and will check the
differing data. If your confirmation is accepted, you will receive a change order on the supplier portal.
You will get a new email with the subject “changed: …”. The email contains a new link to the changed
order on the supplier portal.
Because of legal reasons it is necessary that you confirm the changed order again.
You will receive an acknowledgment from our system (pdf-document) on the supplier portal.
You can identify change orders on the supplier portal with the help of the following text.
This text will appear additionally in the header.

You can also print out the changed order, it is available as a pdf-document on the supplier portal.
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